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Events from the week of March 27

March 27

The
University
Police
Department received a call at 3:34
p.m. regarding a petty theft. A stu
dent reported a stolen tire from a
bicycle locked to the racks in front
of Fremont Hall. No estimated value
was available.
March 28

A student in Muir Hall reported
that textbooks were stolen from his
room over spring break.The value of
the books is about $200, according
to UPD.
M arch 30

UPD arrived at an avocado
orchard on Highland Drive at 3:48
p.m. in response to a reported theft.
No arrests were made; however, the
instance was classified as a grand
theft because the value of the pro
duce taken exceeded $100.
April 1

A vandalism was reported to UPD
at 9:21 a.m. regarding the Chumash
Challenge Ropes course. According
to reports, about $200 in damage was
inflicted after a hole was punched in
a wall and a shingle was knocked off
the roof. The vandals are still at large.
• • •
At 12:19 p.m., a call was placed to
UPD to report the theft of miscella
neous items from the poultry sci
ence building. The value of the
goods stolen are estimated at $2,100.

T H E

We asked: What do
you think about the
fee referendum?

•

April 3

Officers arrested an intoxicated
resident of Sequoia Hall at 2:50 a.m.
The 18-year-old was taken into cus
tody in the C-2 parking lot and
transported to San Luis Obispo
C'ounty Jail.
April 4

UPD officers were called to the
lower soccer field at 1:32 p.m. after 15
individuals refused to leave the
pRMiiises. Following a brief encounter
with UPD, the group agmed to leave.
— Brian Koscr
hems lire proviikii by the ( 'niitrsity Police
Depiirtmeiil log. S'ol all eiH'tils are considered
criminal offenses.

“ I d o n ’t play sports,
so I d o n ’t care if it
passes, I w ou ld n ’t
vote to pay for
scholarships,”

“T h e Health Center
and sports benefit
everyone, and it’s
som ething w e all
enjoy.”

Jay James

Aaron Rietz

mechanical engineering
sophomore

philosophy senior

Students to vote on fees Wednesday
If both referenda are
approved, students will see
a $3 5 per quarter tuition
increase next year
M USTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT

The much-anticipated results
of the latest referenda are loom
ing, as students will be faced with
more fee-increase decisions this
week.
Voting on the Health Center
and athletics department fee refer
enda will take place Wednesday
and Thursday.
Voting locations will include the
education building foyer. Campus
Market, the agricultural sciences
building bridge, science north, the

•

A student was reported missing at
3:45 p.m. following multiple
attempts to contact her cell phone.
Later that evening, UPD located the
student in good condition.
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April 2
The San Luis C')bispo Fire
Department was called to the cam
pus bowling alley to extinguish a
small fire at 1:09 p.m. N o injuries or
damage was reported.
•
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Poly alumnus
‘V\feird Al’s ’
parents
found dead
FALLBROOK (AP) — The
elderly parents of Grammy-winning recording artist “Weird Al”
Yankovic were found dead in their
home, apparently victims of carbon
monoxide poisoning, officials said.
Nick Yarikovic, 86, and his wife,
Mary Yankovic, 81, were found
dead about 1 p.m. Friday in their
suburban San I )iego home by three
family members, said sheriff’s Sgt.

Kennedy
Library
and
the
University Union. Polling stations
will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
This year’s referenda have seen
greater opposition than the 2002
college-based fee increase, as
reported in a Mustang Daily article
Thursday.
The ASI Athletics Scholarship
fee would increase $20 per quarter
during the 2004-05 school year,
and $5 more each year for the next
two years.
The Health Services fee propos
es a $15 increase per quarter dur
ing the 2004-05 school year.
If both referenda are approved,
students will see a $35 per quarter
increase in tuition, equalling $105
in additional fees next year.
Conrad Grayson, a fire investigator.
The relatives came to the house
because they had not seen the cou
ple in a while and were concerned.
Paramedics found Nick Yankovic
in a chair in the front living room.
Ffis wife was lying on the bathrtiom floor.
A fire had been recently set in a
fireplace in the house, Grayson said.
“The house was full of smoke
when they opened the door,”
Grayson said. “We examined the
fireplace.They were burning wood.
They (family) had found the flue
closed. They opened it.”
“Weird Al” Yankovic, 44, had no
comment during a performance in
Mankato, Minn., Saturday night
and media were told he wanted to
perform for his loyal fans.
Before the show, a graphic pro
jected on the screens at the back of
the stage dedicated the evening to
Nick and Mary Yankovic, KTOEAM reported. Yankovic also can
celed a meet-and-greet with select
ed fans.
Yankovic’s
parents
were
described by a neighbor as nice
people who were proud of their
son's accomplishments.
“Everybody who came to the
neighborhood knew Nick,” said
John Buehman, who lives across
the street. “They’re going to be
missed, big time.”

Proposed fee schedule
Effective
Quarter

Health Center
fees

A thletics
Dept, fees

Current

Fall 2 0 0 3

$ 3 1 .2 3

$ 4 .1 5

Estimated
without increase

Fall 2 0 0 4

$ 3 2 .4 2

$ 4 .3 1

Estimated
with increase

Fall 2 0 0 4

$ 4 7 .4 2

$ 2 4 .3 1

Estimated
with increase

Fall 2 0 0 5

$ 4 9 .4 2

$ 3 0 .2 3

Estimated
with increase

Fall 2 0 0 6

$ 5 1 .0 9

$ 3 6 .3 8

so u rc e : student affairs

School board to hold
gender-dispute m eeting
WESTMINSTER (AP) — A
last-minute proposal to resolve an
Orange County school district’s
dispute over gender identification
will be unveiled today at a special
meeting.
Three of the five members of
the Westminster School District
on moral grounds have repeatedly
refused to adopt a state-mandated
change to discrimination policies
intended to protect transgender
students.
The state Department of
Education has threatened to with
hold two-thirds of the district’s
funding if the board does not adopt
the changes.
Westminster is the only school
district in California that has
refused to comply with a state law
passed in 2000 that requires
revised language to curb discrimi
nation against transgender and
transsexual students, faculty and
staff.
School board members Judy
Ahrens,
Blossie
MarquezWoodcock and Helena Rutkowski
on^ Saturday asked for the special
meeting, but would not comment

on what they wciuld propose to
avert the state action.
They indicated, however, that
they still consider the state-request
ed language to be unacceptable on
moral grounds.
The triumvirate voted Thursday
to terminate the district’s legal
counsel. Many parents believe the
trustees removed attorney Dave
Larson because he advocated
changing the district’s policy.
Westminster policy currently
defines “gender” only as a person’s
biological sex.
The district, about 35 miles
southeast of Los Angeles, serves
l(),()(Mi elementary and middle
school students. More than $40
million of its $68 million budget
comes from state and federal
sources.
The board members’ stance has
angered many in the community.
Teachers pretested at last week’s
board meeting, recall petitions are
circulating for two of the three
board members and a state senator
proposed the district be taken over
by the California Department of
Education.

INSIDE
R o c k in g again st B u sh
NC3FX headlineci politically-driven tour^
IN ARTS & CULTURE, page 6

S c o rin g the athletic referen d u m
O p p osin g view s on the up com in g vote
IN OPINION, page 9
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Nevada tanks near bottom for The Tribune wins top
honors in AP contests
high school gtaduation rates
RENO, Ncv. (AP^ — Nevada
ranks 3Mtli nationally for its high
seliool graduation rate and dead last
for the nuinher of students who go
directly to college after graduation,
according to a report.
The report, issued last week by
the National Center for Public
Policy and Higher Education,
painted a less-than-rosy picture of
the state's education system.
It also ranks Nevada 4‘>th for
both the number of college stu
dents who drop out in their fresh
man year and the number of college
graduates who earn a bachelor’s
degree within six years or an associ
ate’s degree within three years.
“Nevada has one of the lowest
graduation rates in 9th through
12th grades, and one of the lowest
college-going rates in the country
as well as one of the lowest college
graduation rates,” said Patrick Kelly
of the National Center for Higher
Education Management Systems.
The report was based on 2002
data generated by the company
based in Boulder, Colo.
Nevada’s high school graduation
rate and the number of students

who went directly to college wors
ened since a year ago, according to
the report. No breakdowns by
county were provided.
Nevada’s high school graduation
rate of 62 percent is below' the
national average of 68 percent.
Nevada is addressing its low
graduation rate by stressing remedi
al programs designed to give stu
dents the skills they need to stay in
school, said Keith Rheault, state
superintendent of schools.
“We have always had a low grad
uation rate, but it’s something we’re
working on in K-12,” he told the
Reno Cazette-Journal.
Steve Mulvenon, spokesman for
the Washoe County School
District, noted New' Jersey and
Massachusetts claimed top ratings
in the four categories.
“They are among the two states
with the highest per-pupil expendi
tures in the nation,” he said. “If we
believe the title of this report —
‘Big Investment, Big Returns’ —
then Nevada has a lot of work to do
to adequately fund its K-12, and K16 as well.”
To improve graduation rates and

the number of college-bound grad
uates, the report recommends
developing strategies to improve
students’ basic skills and encourag
ing students to take advanced place
ment courses.
The report also calls for financial
aid to help low-income students,
involving parents and business
leaders, and providing intensive
basic course work in the first year
of college.
Nevada education officials say
many of the recommendations are
in place in some counties.
Last year, Nevada’s university sys
tem and the Washoe school district
developed a step-by-step guide to
college, outlining the courses stu
dents need beginning with sixth
grade.
“A number of the recommenda
tions in the report are being active
ly pursued,” said Richard Curry, the
state higher education system’s vice
chancellor for academic and student
affairs.
“But there is always more you
can do, and we are doing all we can
to address those needs,” he said “It’s
a top priority on everyone’s list.”

S I UDY

Audits of businesses declined last year
Mary Dalrymple
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — The Internal
Revenue Service audited fewer cor
porations, small businesses and part
nerships last year but more individ
ual taxpayers, according to a study of
government data.
Syracuse University’s Transactional
Records Access Clearinghouse, in its
analysis of IRS data, concluded that
the audit rate for businesses of all
sizes slid slightly last year to 2.1 audits

for every 1,()()() businesses, down
from 2.2 audits per 1,0(H) businesses
the previous year.
At the same time, the IRS audit
ed 14 percent more individual tax
returns.
t^fficial audit rates released by the
IRS last month show a similar trend.
Researchers said the declining
audits of businesses exposes a flaw in
the administration’s tough stance
against corporate wrongdoing.
“These and a number of other
measures — documented by the
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Winners have been selected in
the Associated Press News
Executives Council’s annual con
test honoring the best newswrititig and photography by AP
member
newspapers
in
California and Nevada.
Awards in ,S8 categories will
be presented at the annual
APNEC conference May 22, at
The Inn at Rancho Santa Fe in
northern San Diego County.
The w'inners were chosen by
editors from AP member news
papers in Georgia from more
than 1,000 entries published in
2003.
The contest’s two top honors,
the Mark Twain Awards for
newswriting and photos, will be
announced for the first time at
the meeting, which will be held
in
conjunction
with
the
California Society o f Newspaper
Editors convention May 20-21.
The eS N E and APNEC con
ferences will feature informative
panels on such topics as privacy
vs. access, Spanish-Ianguage edi
tions, 10 ways to do more with
less, Indian gaming, covering
celebrities and U .S.-M exico
border coverage. The APNEC
awards will be presented at a
Saturday evening banquet.
Further information and reg
istration materials are available
online at www.csne.org.

The 2004 APNEC Winners:

N ewswriting
contest
(Division III, circulation 25,(K)0 to
74,(M)0)

Spot News Coverage
1st I’lace: Staff of The Tribune ot
San Luis Obispo,“Quake Kills Two.”
2nd Place; Staff of The Sun of
San Bernardino,“Fire C’rews Make
Final Stand.”
Sports Writing
1st Place: Mark Patton, Santa
Barbara News-Press, “Shadow of
War.’’
2nd Place: Eric Branch, The
Tribune of San Luis Obispo,
“Agony of the Feat.”
Feature Writing
1st Place: Laurie Phillips, The
Tribune of San Luis Obispo, “How
One Touched Many.”
2nd Place; Sevil Hunter, Reno
(iazette-journal, “Teresa’s New
Look.”
Fairbanks Public Service
Award
1st Place: Silas Lyons and
Stephanie Finucane, The Tribune
of San Luis Obispo, “Our County’s
Next 1()(),0()0.”
2nd Place: Matt Weiser, The
Bakersfield Californian, “Smog: A
Growing Concern.”
Local Column
1st Place: Greg Clark, Record
Searchlight of Redding, “There Is
Such a Thing.”
2nd Place: William P. Warford,
Antelope Valley Press, “How About
Jet Service.”
Business Writing
1st Place: Bill O ’Driscoll, Reno
Gazette-Journal, “2003 Nevada
Legislature: Taxes.”
2nd Place: Scott Hadly, Santa
Barbara News-Press, “ Fishing’s
Bleak Future.”
Investigative Reporting
1st Place: Ben Schn.iyerson,The
Sun of San Bernardino, “Gaming
Nation.”
2nd Place: Frank K. Mullen Jr.,
Reno (iazette-journal, “Children
of Cancer: The Search for
Answers.”

Future Grads, Your Fellow Alums Urge You To

starting at only $ 7 7 5

TWO bedrooms

close to

Col Poly

Fairview
5 4 6 -0 3 7 7
SLO Village 5 4 4 -9 0 7 2
Pager
542*2945

on the Athletic Scholarship Fee Referendum

and
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Without this Athletic Scholarship Fee Referendum
SPORTS WILL BE ELIMINATED!

H ave You Ever Looked a t the
Sky a n d Longed for the
Freedom of Flight?

Athletics is an important student activity for both
athletes and non-athletes. Cal Poly is
not a commuter school---- student life is important!

That F r e ^ o m is A vailable
N ow a t PCF Aviation. LLC. •
San Luis(Oblspo’s Largest a n d
Most CcMihiplete Flight School
a n d Aircraft Rental Facility.

PLEASE HELP maintain the programs that
we, as alumni, helped build!

M a k e th e C all Today to Take
th e First Step Tow ard the Sky.fié

agency’s ow'ii data — indicate that
the actual performance of the IRS
differs in significant ways from some
of the Bush administration claims
when it conies to cracking down on
corporate scotTlaws,” the report said.
Researchers point specifically to
declining audits of the largest corpo
rations and a type of business organi
zation that passes income and taxes
on to its shareholders or partners —
an arrangement found to have been
improperly used in some corporate
accounting scandals.

Associated Press News
Executives Council’s annual
awards honor the best
newswriting in Calif., Nevada
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State Briefs

National Briefs

World Briefs

LOS ANGELES — California Indian tribes that ‘
have raked in millions o f dollars from their casinos
are funneling some o f that money to various uni
versities for the study o f Native American issues.
Tribal representatives said their donations are an exten^lon of generous philanthropy that totals an estimated $70
million annually. The tribes have been one of the largest
political contributors over the past five years, spending
more than $120 million on local and statewide campaigns.
Some critics believe that academic integrity is at risk
when special interests mtluence higher education, liut
some e.xperts said the tribes are following the example set
bv other companies that have funded schtiol projects.
• • •
L'KIAH — More than 1,000 Mendocino County
residents are licensed to carry guns in public, a five
fold increase since Sheriff Tony Craver was elected promis
ing to expand the availabilitv of concealed weapons per
mits to law-abiding citizens.
The number of Mendocino CAHintv residents with con
cealed weapon permits has increased to 1,065 from 217 in
1098. Just 136 residents of neighboring Sonoma County
and 197 in Lake County have concealed weapons permits.
Permit-seekers must meet state requirements to carry a
concealed weapon but various counties interpret the law
differently. Sheriffs often have the final say in how many
, permits the county issues.
,,

CRAWFORD, Texas — President Bush insisted
Sunday he was satisfied that federal agents were on top
o f the terrorist threat after reading a pre-Sept. 11 brief
ing detailing Osama bin Laden’s intentions on U.S. soil.
For two years, national security adviser CTindoleezza Kice
left Americans with the impression that the memo from Aug.
6, 2001, focused on historical information dating to 1998
and that any current threats mostly involved overseas targets.
Yet the release, under public pressure, of the briefing
showed that liush had received intelligence reporting as
recent as May 2001 and that most of the current informa
tion focused on possible plots in the United States.
• • ••
CAMARILLO, Calif. — Gas prices climbed anoth
er 2 1/2 cents in the past two weeks as high crude oil
prices and tight capacity contributed to record
prices at the pump, a national survey said Sunday.
The nationwide average in the past two weeks that ended
Friday was $1.82 for all grades, said Trilby Lundberg of the
Lundberg survey, which regularly polls 8,000 stations across
the United States.
• • •
WASHINGTON — The legal wall that for years
divided FBI intelligence and criminal agents is
blamed largely for the government’s failure to grasp
the threat posed by al Qaeda inside the United States

PINOLE — Parents, students and teachers
alarmed over the state’s school funding crisis
marched through the Bay Area this weekend on their
way to Sacramento, where they hope to gather support
’ for increased funding to K-12 education.
About KK) protesters began the 70-mile march fiom San
Pablo on Friday in hopes of calling attention to the dire bud
get cuts that have eliminated teachers, libraries and athletic
deparnnents from a growing number of'West Cxiunty schools.
— Associated Press

One FBI agent, frustrateu at his inability to track two soonto-be hijackers known to be in the United States, wrote in an
August 2001 e-mail that “someday someone will die, and wall
or not, the public will not understand why we were not more
effective and throwing every resource at certain problems.”
The problem, since resolved, is expected to be among the
topics when current and former Justice Department and
FBI officials testify Tuesday and Wednesday before the inde
pendent commission investigating the Sept. 11 attacks.
— Associated Press

VATICAN CITY — Pope John Paul II celebrated
Easter Mass on Sunday with calls for world leaders
to resolve conflicts in Iraq, the Holy Land and
Africa, as C'hristians around the world marked the holiest
day on the church calendar.
John Faul delivered a message of peace on the flowerdecked steps of St. Peter’s Basilica, praying that hope would
conquer the “inhuman” phenomenon of termrism and
urging Christians, Muslims and Jews to seek greater unity
with each other.
• • •
NUEVO PROGRESO, Mexico — Mexican soldiers
and American firefighters searched through debris
Sunday, a dav after a gas explosion killed six people and
injured more than a dozen others in this Texas border town.
It was unclear if more people were still trapped in the
rubble. Mexican authorities had received no reports of
missing people, but were exploring the wreckage with care
in case survivors remained.
OSINNIKI, Russia — The coal-blackened faces o f
exhausted rescuers and the red-rimmed eyes o f
anxious relatives told a grim story o f disappearing
hope Sunday, a day after a methane blast tore
through a Siberian m ine, killing at least 42 rniners.
Five miners remained missing in the latest disaster to
strike Russia’s haidscrabblr ccN^coscncry, The Mint occtimd p ^^
early Saturday about 1,840 feet down in the Taizhina mine
in a coal-rich strip of western Siberia called the Kuzbass.
•
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BAGHDAD, Iraq — Gunmen shot down a U.S.
attack helicopter near Baghdad on Sunday, killing
two crewmembers. A fragile cease-fire held between
Sunni insurgents and Marines in the city of Fallujah, while
the U.S. military suggested it s open to a negotiated solution
in its showdown with a radical Shiite cleric in the south.
— Associated Press
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UU G A L L E R Y
featuring ART FOR THE PEACE MOVEMENT
Opening Reception on Monday, April 12
7 - 9 p.m. m the UU Epicenter

W eek o f

Sabiha Basrai is a ^ouitf year graphic desigr 'najor wfxise art
^ocuses on the United States' treatment of Iraq. Tivou(^ ner posters
and wonts of an. sne pleas lor peace On display through Apni 30
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MONDAY MOVI E MADNESS

Look for KCPR a t this Saturday!} Open House!
fret ready for; -MC/splii battles
-Music sets from KCPR Ws
-Lots of rare viHy! for saie
-Hardcore croquet, foois!

featuring LAST SAMURAI
Monday, AprH 12
6:00 & 8:30 p.m. showmgs in Chumash Auditonum • FREE
Check out this rut fHm featimng Tom Crmse on the big screen before
fs available lor home rental Seats are Nmeeo

HI GHER GROUNDS ENTERTAI NMENT SERI ES
Featunng JOOSE
VVednesday, Apnl 14
6 • 8 p.m. UU Gallery (In the UU Epicenter) • FREE

Also: -KCPR giveaways will resume next
week
-New Spring Quarter P4 schedule posted
in office - will be online soon

joose IS a diverse group of musicians whose Influences have helped
to create organic sounds. They perform a unique brand of music diet
spans al! genres and styles

UU HOUR
SPECIAL HIP-HOP PERFORMANCE
Featuring POTLUCK
Thursday, April 15
11 a.m. • noon In the UU Plaza • FREE

N s ' want to play Napoleon?
,^-.PIck up an exec application In the office.

Potluck IS a multiculfurai hip-hop group that offers a oostive vibe,
promotes racial harmony, anc encourages higher education Potiuck
has shared the bill with Green Day, Jurassic 5 Papa Roach. Sir Mix A
Lot. and Digital Underground, and is scheduled to perform at Vans
Warped Tour for the third time

^
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Police
officer
kiiled on

duty
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
San Francisco police officer has been
shot and killed on duty, the first such
death since 1994.
Authorities said the shooting took
place late Saturday in the city’s
Bayview District after the two
undercover officers approached a
suspect who was acting suspiciously.
“They were going to talk to him
and called out to him, and that’s
when he turned around and started
shooting,’’ said Sgt. Neville Gittens.
The suspect fired on officers with
an automatic weapon, hitting both
officers before fleeing, Gittens said.

Orticer Isaac Espinoza, 29, died
after being shot twice. He was an
eight-year veteran of the depart
ment. His partner. Officer Barry
Parker, 38, was shot in the left leg.
Parker, who joined the department
about four years ago, was treated and
released from San Francisco General
Hospital, Gittens said.
Funeral arrangements for Espinoza
were pending. A police memorial ser
vice was scheduled for later this
week, Gittens said.
Police on Sunday followed several
leads for the unidentified suspect,
described as a black man in his 20s
with cornrows in his hair, wearing a
dark peacoat jacket.
“We have some situations we’re
looking
into,” Gittens
said.
“Something might be breaking
soon, but right now we’re not
putting anything out.”
Gittens said he and other officers
were working round the clock to find
the man who shot their fellow officer.
“This is a serious situation, when
a person just opens up shooting at
police officers,” Gittens said. “It’s a
sad and tragic situation.”
The last officer to be killed on
duty in San Francisco was James
GuelfF, who was shot by Vic Lee
Boutwell, a caijacker, in November
1994.

Low -carb diets
fiiel cattle theft
from Cali farm s
ELDERWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
Law enforcement authorities say the
rise in popularity of low-carbohy
drate, high-protein diets has fueled
an upsurge in cattle stealing across
California farms and ranches.
Beef prices have increased in
recent months as Ank^ricans try the
South Beach, Atkins and Zone
diets, all of which promote protein
consumption. That’s led to a new
generation of cattle rustlers w’ho
steal and sell cattle in illegal market
places.
Authorities said about 350 cattle
valued at $220,(KK) were reported
stolen across the San Joaquin Valley
last year, and that rustlers have struck
almost 70 times so far this year.
“The incentive is there because of
the beef prices,” said Frank Swiggart,
a sheriff’s detective in Merced

County. “And it’s not just a few ran
dom guys out them doing this. We’re
finding organized rustling rings.”
Detectives say the thieves strike at
night, mostly stealing calves who
have not yet been branded or
marked with identification tags.
Investigators are using modern
crime-fighting tools to stop the
rustling, ranging from video sur
veillance to DNA testing. One
rancher was jailed this year after
genetic samples from cattle proved
that he had stolen a neighbor’s cow
and used it to breed with one of his
bulls.
Beef industry observers have
noted a recent increase in cattle theft
nationwide. According to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, 450pound steer calves are selling for
more than $500.

CPTV

Think You Can
DoBoHer?
We dare you to try.

M U ST A N G D A ILY is lookii^
for a new Editor-in-Oiief for the
2004^2005 schodi year.

MUSTANG DAILY
• You mast have t\u> quiirters of Mustaim Daily experience
• Submit a cover letter, resume, proposiil and clii'is to
Andra Coberly by April iOth

O ffice: B ldg. 26 R n i 226
P hone: 756. 1796
Any quotions? or VViutld like to .scv siunple pmjxisals?
CiHitact Andra: 756.1796

added to your membership
A d d to y o u r CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB m em bership
during A p ril and you’ll be elig ib le to win one of ten
$50 scholarships, credited to your CAMPUS EXPRESS
CLUB m em bership. All value additions during April are
autom atically entered in the drawing.
T h e CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB is the cam pus value
program , accessed through your PolyCard, w hich can
be used at restaurants on cam pus, El Corral Bookstore,
Health S ervices, Pony Prin ts, and fo r printing a t Open
A ccess co m p u te r la b s. T h is se cu re and co n v e n ie n t
program makes it easy to get around cam pus without cash.
Your CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB saves tim e because there are
no checks to w rite, no change to count and no credit card
to verify so you're through the line in no time. Save money,
too! For d iscou n ts cu rre n tly o ffered when you use you r
C A M PU S E X P R E S S C LU B (o r P lu $ D o lla r s ) , c h e c k
w w w .cpfoundation.org/express/
I f you spend m oney on cem pus, save yourself the hassle of
cash and checks by using CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB. It's already
encoded on your PolyCard. For m ore inform ation or to add value,
check the web site;
, ..
,

,

www.cpfoupdation.org/express/

No m inim um balance is required and you may use all the value in
you r m em bership at an y tim e, a ll over cam pus. If you have
questions,
call
(805)
756*5939
or
e-mail

Everyone adding value to their membership during i^ ril, whether via the web site, in
jerson, by mail, telephone or at an Express Station is automatically entered in the
rawing. W inner will be contacted by email or telephone.

Fri. @ 5
_
^
Sun. @5:30

PolyvisionCharter Communication

Com m ents & Sto i7 Ideas @ CPTV@ calpolyedu

G e t* t -h e l o w 'd «

•

•
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Sikhs celebrate
holy
protest
discrimination

Second Annual

ENVIRONMENTAL
CAREER
S Y M P O S Il^

RECEPTION

Tuesday, April 13,2004
Panel: 4:15 - 5:45pm Phillips Hall (PAC-Rm 124)
Reception: 5:45 - 7:15pm Fisher Science (Rm. 285)
A panel of guest speakers will be speaking about how
they prepared to work in their current field, what their
work entails, and how they feel their career impacts
the environment on a daily basis.

Student
fee
IR E F E R E N D U M I
April

14th

and

15th

Two separate proposals

/. Increase Health Services Fee
2. Increase ASI Fee supporting
student athlete scholarships
have been approved fo r a stu d en t referen dum on
A p ril 14th and 15th
The following Open Forum has been scheduled where students can ask
questions and learn more about these two important proposals

Monday April 12,
1:00-2:00 p.m.
Location: U U 220
Additional information including an Objective Statement & Financial
Analysis, Pro and Con Statements, sample ballot and polling times and
locations is now available on the web, by clicking on the link located on
Cal Poly's home page (www.calpoly.edu).

Ì 1• •
* ! *^ 1.1

LOS ANGELES
(AP) —
Thousands of Sikhs paraded through
downtown Sunday to celebrate one
of their holiest days, as political lead
ers called for an end to discrimina
tion against members of the religion.
Some Sikhs, who traditionally
wear turbans and do not cut their
hair, said discrimination against them
that began just after the 2001 terror
attacks continues. They said the
parade .was partly intended to
explain their religion to the public.
“WeVe always been a very quiet
community,” said Nirinjan Singh
Khalsa, executive director of the
California Sikh Council. “But that
hurt us since 9/11 because people
don’t know who we are, so we’re
trying to reach out more.”
Organizers said more than 10,000
Sikhs from
across Southern
California were in the city to cele
brate Vaisakhi — which marks their
New Year and coninieniorates the
17th century Sikh leader Ciuru
Cohind Singh.
In downtown Los Angeles,
marchers chanted “Cod is One,” as
they walked through the streets amid
flower strewn floats with scenes from
Sikh history. Among the floats was
one depicting the (iolden Temple, a

symbol of tolerance and acceptance
and the most sacred temple for tlie
faithful.
As he walked along the parade,
Daljit Khokliar, 43, of Burbank said
he often fields questions about Ins
turban and religion. “We explain it
to the people.They are always asking
me, but it’s getting better,” said
Khokhar, an employee of The (¡as
(Company of Southern (¡alifornia.
At a press conference earlier in
the day, Assemblywoman Judy (¡hu,
D-Monterey Bark, said Sikhs have
been the target of hate crimes h\’
extremists in the United States wlio
mistake them for being from the
Middle East.
“We must be more even more
proactive in fighting this,” said Chii,
whose resolution condemning hate
crimes
against
Sikhs, ArahAmericans and others has been
approved by the Assembly.
Chu and U.S. Kep. Brad
Sherman, 1)-Sherman (Taks, said
that in Fresno, a Sikh temple w.is
defaced early last month with hate
graffiti that included racial slurs and
obscenities. It had also been targeted
last year for five nights in a row in
vandalism‘of paint and firecrackers
that sparked a blaze.

Mexican parolee
fights to stay in U.S.
LOS ANCiELES (AB) — Maria
Suarez was a recent immigrant from
Mexico looking for work wlien she
was kidnapped at age I(> and held as
a sex slave for five years.
Eventually, she conspired in the
killing of her tormentor and served
22 years in prison before being
paroled last year. Now she faces
another ordeal — the prospect of
being torn fn>m her family and sent
back to a country she no longer
knows.
Since January, Suarez has been
held at an immigration detention
center at the port of Los Angeles.
She is awaiting an April 23 hearing
under a federal law that requires
people convicted of violent crimes
to be departed after their release.
Suarez, a permanent U.S. resident
whose ailing mother and eight sib
lings are U.S. citizens, is fighting to
stay.
"I keep trying to understand what
justice in this country means,” she
said.“But 1 haven’t seen it in my case.”
pRim the yard of the detention
center, Suarez catches glimpses of
the life she missed while in prison.
“I can see the water. 1 can see the
big boats. 1 see the hills,” she told
The Associated Bress during an
interview at the Terminal Island
detention center. “I am so close, but
1 cannot be there.”
In recent months, Suarez, now 43,
has received letters of support from
as far away as Brazil. Among her
defenders is Congresswoman Hilda
Solis, D-El Monte, who asked U.S.
Attorney (ieneral John Ashcixift to
halt the deportation pixiceedings.
But supporters concede her case
>' I ' .

is difficult because of the strict
immigration rules ami the lack of
laws protecting victims of domestic
violence and sex traflicking at the
time she was convicted.
Dorchen A. Leidholdt, co-execu
tive director of the (¡oalition Against
Traflicking in Women in New York,
called the case “heartbreaking.”
“This case would have been very
different if it had happened today,”
Leidholdt said. “The conviction
happened at a time when the bat
tered women’s movement and the
rape crisis movement were in their
early form, and the trafficking issue
was nonexistent.”
Suarez’s nightmare began in 1976
when she came fixim Mexico to the
small town of Sierra Madre in east
ern Los Angeles County. She entered
the country legally with her father
after obtaining a visa with the help
of her brother, a U.S. resident. Her
mother was still in Mexico waiting
for her green card.
Immigration law leaves few
options when it comes to those con
victed of violent crimes, said Bill
Strassberger, a spokesman for the
U.S. Department of Homeland
Security.
“In general terms, an individual
who has been convicted and has
served their time, the law is very
specific that they will he removed
from the United States,” he said.
A reprieve might he more likely if
Ciov. Arnold Schwarzenegger grants
her a pardon, hut the governor has
said he will not consider it.
In prison, Suarez studied English,
computers and plumbing, and
worked with mentally ill inmates.
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NOFX, others succeed in rocking a ^ in s t Bush
Punk legend Jello Biafra steals Saturday show; goal was to encourage young voter registration

Steve Hill
MUSTANG DAILY

NOFX is old. Seriously, Fat Mike
and crew have been playing punk rock
for inoa* than 20 years now. so it
would be no surprise if the band
seemed out of touch with its crowd,
especially one of a 20-soniething
makeup like the one that came to the
bands show at the Kec C\*nter
Satualay night.
Hut anyone who knows NOFX
knows that the band is still young at
heart.
The ganip played an energetic set
for the San Luis Obispo stop on the
I’unkVoter Tour, a ta'k with the pur
pose of kicking young petiple in the ass
and getting them to a'gister to vote.
Along for the ride were Authority
/.em. Alkaline Trio ,ind Jello Hiafra, the
ihansmatic ex -fnint man of the Dead
Kennedys.
Hut while the tour was .uKertised
with the I’unkVoter moniker, the real
name hung on a banner that acted .is
the stage's backdrop, adorned with
tieorgeVt. Hush covering his ears amid
.1 till! of punk rock ilissent, .is every
baud thanked the audience for coming
out to the “Kock Against Hush”Tour.
With the true purpose clearly out
lined, Authority Zero kicked otf a
rousing set comprised of standan.1 punk
rhythms, interspersed with R'gg.iejams
like the single “One Mon* Minute”

and an (xld, Irish-jig-like chanting that
found lead singer Jason I )eVon* gising
a clinic in bn*.ith contml. The band’s
energy did not go unnoticed: A steaily
thmng of patnms sang along as I )eVon*
th*netic.illy jumped and raced annind
the stage.
What was most impn-ssive about
Authority
Zero’s
performance,
though, was De Von*’s vocal variety, as
he seamlessly transitioned fnim the
standanl punk nick “whoa who.is” to a
n*gg.ie decjay tone, then back into
deep, full-bodied choruses. They wen*
an inipn*ssive opener.
After a short video that touted a
true spin on the w*ar in Iniq, Alk.iline
Trio took the stage, complete with the
band’s requisite dark instrumental
opening and time-piece suits. 1 he
band (w hich, ininically enough, sport
ed .1 touring guitarist, making it an
Alkaline quartet) raced through its set
uiiimpn*ssively, paying little atteiitioii
to the cmwd and only pausing to déd
it, .ite songs to people w ho were part of
the tour. I'erhaps the sound quality at
the Ket (a'liter w.is p.irti.illy to blame
— singer/guitarist Matt Skiba’s guitar
was turned down so low th.it the
cHt.ives that the song “Private Eye”
depends on wen* completely inaudible
— but it just seemed like the band was
not giving its all. M.iybe my expectitions wen* too high — many people
had told me about how good Alk.iline

Trio was live — but I was disappoint
ed by its lackluster set.
Up to this point in the show, then*
hadn’t been Ux) much political rally
ing; neither Authority Zem nor
Alkaline Trio commented on any for
eign policy or nation.ll security mat
ters, and I was wondering if the head
line for this story was going to have to
n*ad “Rock Against Hush??”
Then came Jello Hiafra.
After being intniduced by Fat Mike,
who commented that the people in
attendance w'ere, in fret, patriots
because they wen* questioning the
government’s actions, Jello Hiafra
launched into a spirited, intelligent rant
about the Hush administration’s han
dling of various .ispects of American
life, from the war in lr.u] and the war
on drugs to abortion ami education.
Hiafra ni.ule many valid, albeit slanted,
points, and his speech .idded a muchneeiled ferocity to this “Kock Against
Hush” iilea. Most in attendance stood
attentively aiul g.ivc heartfelt .ippl.iuse,
but (lener.ition Al )l) w.is on hand, .is
some began chanting “NOFX!
NOFX!” during Hiafra’s speech, .is if
NOFX was simply there to pl.iy and
not make a political stitement.
They wen* wmng.
True, NOFX uxik the stage playing
an instrument.al n*ndition of “Heart
and Soul,” but next pKiyed “Murder the
Ciovernment” (from 1997’s “So Long

and Thanks for all the Shoc*s”), setting
the tone for a night that found the
band poking fiin at not only the gov
ernment but .ilso themselvL*s and their
drinking habits. Technically, the band
was on, mixing new song* with old
favorites like “The Hrews” and
“Stickin’ in My Eye.” For being old
guys. Fat Mike and El Flefe ran amund
like they wen* 18 again, engaging the
cmwd with the pointless banter that is
synonymous with any NOFX con
cert.
Hut what was diffen*nt about this
NOFX show, compand to others in
the past, was the political mes.sage. Fat
Mike commented that Ralph Nader
was ruining the pnsidenti.il race, and

he even went toe to ttx* with someone
in the front of the audience who
opposed gay marriage. “Who the f—
an ytTU to can what people do?” he
asked the dissenter.Visibly disturbed by
the oppiYsing viewpoint. Fat Mike
came back at the audience member
after the next song.
Surprisingly, though, then* was nary
a “F— Hush” uttend the whole night.
Hut maybe that was the point of the
tour; rather than be inflammatory, perh.ips NC^FX’s purpose was to educate.
Rather than give the government and
the media mon* n.ason to look down
on punk nx k, the band was setting an
example.
Mission accomplished.
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T h e Student Health A dvisory Council
urges you to

VOTE YES

|7n

Theaters

‘Girl Next Door’ not the
average teen m ovie fare
Stephanie Ikel
M USTA N G DAILY

on the Health Fee Referendum
•Without the Health Services Fee increase, there will be
fewer services and longer waits.
•The Health Services Fee provides students access to
basic medical services without additional cost.
•Over 11,000 students use the Health Center annually.
•Cal Poly's Health Services Fee is the 7th lowest of the 23
CSU campuses. The $15 Increase would bring the
Health Services Fee up to the average for CSU
campuses.

Vote YES on April 14**' and 15^*'
For details on w hat the budget cuts mean for
the Health Center, go to:
http://studentaffairs.calpoly.edu/fees/index.html

Think You Can
Do Better?
We dare you to try.

If there was one wish most high scliool boys could have made about
their senior prom, it would have most likely been to take a porn star as
their date.
As luck would have it, that is exactly what three seniors got to do in
the movie “Clirl Next Door.”
Without knowing much of the plot prior to seeing the movie (direct
ed by Luke Círeenfield), the beginning resembles a cheesy mix o f “C^an’t
Hardly Wait” with a bit of “She’s All That.” However, within 20 minutes
it is clear that this not-so “chick-flick” does not quite fit the category of
those films.
Matthew Kidman, played by Emile Hirsch, is the student body presi
dent who is on his way to (íeorgetown University. He is a “hy-the-rules"
type of guy, but he is tired o f the status quo and needs someone to push
him. Enter Danielle.
She is played by Elisha Cuthbert, who also played Mitch’s boss’ high
school-aged daughter in “Old School.” In this movie she pushes Matthew
to live outside the box and become the adventurous and outrageous guy
he is dying to he.
The plot is simple: When a hoy meets a girl and the girl is pretty, sweet
and makes him laugh, the boy wants to date her and start a relationship.
Simple becomes complicated when hoy finds out that girl is a porn star.
It turns out the girl next door is not just any girl next door.
Matthew’s whole world is turned upside down when his sweet, inno
cent girl is really the girl who good buddy Eli has been watching on film
doing some not-so innocent moves.
Matthew is accompanied by two less-than-trendy buddies, who are
there to give bad advice and put him down whenever they can. Everyone
has that friend who says the most inappropriate things at the most incon
venient times — that is Eli.
Played by C'hris Marquette, Eli is not the voice of reason that Matthew
needs, hut without him the movie would lose half of the humor and half
of the sex. Not that Eli is having the sex, hut he talks like he does.
Klitz, the second friend, struggles with wanting to he a rebel and want
ing to he sexy. He is the friend Matthew can count on even when older,
intimidating porn producers threaten, beat up and try to destroy
Matthew.
This movie has a lot of tricks up its sleev'e. Many times the imagina
tion of the characters lead the plot, which only adds to the laughter in
the theater and the estahlisliment of the rebellious side Matthew is striv
ing for.
There are no deep moments or on-the-edge-of-your-seat scenes, hut
this film has more than amusing one-liners, minimal boredom and some
creative twists.The movie is simply a comedy with some sweet moments,
some entertaining antics and a good, nearly-cliché ending. It is for any
one looking for a feel-good hour and a half filled with non-stop enter
tainment and some exaggerated reality scenes. Hut hey, what movie is
not exaggerated?

‘Hellboy’ builds up, fails flat
Jason Cox
DAILY COLLEGIAN (PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY)

MUSTANG DAILY is looking
for a new Editor'in-Chief for the
2004-2005 school year.

MUSTANG DAILY
f -4

^

Office: Bldg. 26 Rm 226
Phone; 756. 1796

Any questiunsr or Would like to see sanq4e propoiials?
Omtact Andia: 756.17%

KCPR

UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. — For every “X-Men,” then* is a“Daa-devnl,” aiid
for every' “Spider-Man,” there is a “Hulk.”
This decade will be a*memben.*d as an era of comic tHHik flicks, but whether
it will be positive or negative nostalgia is yet to be seen.Thc*se films have to he
IcHiked at on a case-by-case basis because of the immense range in quality' the
gena* has seen in a-eent years. “HelltKiy” certainly has moa' goixl elements than
h.id O IK 'S , but it’s' a ga'.u example of how to .ivoid certiin superliea) clichés while
simultineously falling into others.
Ailapted fixMii the Dark Horse comic title, the “Hellhoy” pa'mise sounds a lot
ciirker than it a'ally is. A Nazi attempt to bring alxYut the apixalypse on Earth
by opening a portal to Hell is thwarted, hut not hefoa' a baby demon conies
tlmnigh. Retrieved by a seca't government organization (think The “X-Files”
meets “X-Men”), the demon is raised as a combatant of the world’s dark forces.
Hellhoy’s strongc'st aspect is the title mle’s character. Helllxiy (pl.iyed by Ron
“I h.ive Hollywcxxl’s most oblong fice” Perlman) has motx' personality than any
superhero lead ever seen on film. Going against convention, I lellhoy has a
remarkable sense of luimor, avoiding the hixxxling, intmspective traps that befall
many silver semen l1 e^x^. I le has fiin s.iving the d.iy, and the audience shams th.it
tlmnigh his naturally witty one-liners and, yes, even some moments touching on
situational comedy.
The first tllrce-quartel^ of the movie take the audience on a fun riile that will
have you in white-knuckled chair grips and powerful belly laughs. I he iiun ie
dtx'sn’t take itself tcxi seriously, .ind despite a few plot holes that am common
place in many f.ist-paced action flicks (Why die! it take tiO years to mvivc the vil
lain when he gave specific, simple instructions on how to do it?), it's fun enough
that wc just don’t cam'.
The film’s last act. however, takes a vid nosedive .is it nails many of the clichés
it had done well to avoid up to that point. No less than tlim'e supporting char
acters disappear without any expl.ination or proper sendofl, and the final battle
between gtxxl and evil is rather short and anticliniactic in scope, despite a long,
special effects-laden buildup. For the sake of keeping the mview spoiler-five, I
won’t mveal the details of the last moment, hut let me just say: It was .is trite and
» it
i
banal as Hellhoy isf red. < • i i » I i ■ ■ t I ' t t « I
■I » ( (
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40 days and
40 nights:
Why bother?
Commentary
A few months ago we told you how we feel about
New Year’s resolutions;They are stupid. While it seemed
like you listened to us, we don’t think you all got the
point because we recently caught many of you in acts of
deprivation during the recently-completed Lenten sea
son. No chocolate during Lent. No TV. No soda. No
alcohol. No reading the sex column. The list goes on
and on.
But is there really any difference between giving up
something for a year and giving up something for about
seven weeks? Well, of course there’s the time factor, but
what about the principles involved? We all know keep
ing a New Year’s resolution is completely unrealistic,
just as we all know that rash you contracted one drunk
en evening isn’t from “falling into a bush of poison
oak.”
Lent,, which is supposedly a time for self-examination
and penitence through self-denial, has mainly turned
into an excuse to test our will power. And for what? For
the greater glory of God? Is it necessary to prove our
devotion to a higher being via sac
rificial candy and soda?
Giving up something for Lent is
a lot like cheating. If you couldn’t
do it for a whole year, your con
science will settle for 40 days and
40 nights. Is this what we’ve really
come to, convincing ourselves that
H
succeeded in outsmarting our
I I
own bodies?
^
W hat’s next on our list of mak
?rBITCHIN' ing ourselves feel better?
Pretending that “light” beer will
actually help us lose weight?
Believing that the Dodgers will
really win it all this year? Will
there ever be an end to this mad
ness, or are we stuck in a vicious
cycle of self-denial?
Keally, let’s take a look at the
integral piece of the Lent puzzle: the requisite giving up
of meat i>n Fridays. Is this really that difficult? Does
anyone really say to themselves, "Man, I know' it is
gonna be tough, but this year 1 am really gonna stick it
out and not eat meat one day a week for six weeks?” Or
how about any of the other lame sacrifices like, “ I’m not
gonna watch ‘The Simpsons’ for Lent” or “ I’m gonna
give up porn this year!” We don’t think God really cares
if you like to download a bit now and then, so w’hy not
try something meaningful like, “ Instead of spending all
o f my money at the bars, I am going to give some of it
to (insert your favorite charity here)?” It would be so
easy.
D on’t get us wrong. Maybe we are getting a little car
ried away about the effects of giving up things for Lent.
But, on the other hand, maybe we’re onto something.
We’re not criticizing Lent or any Christian ideals. We
just wonder how far we must go to make ourselves feel
good. Really, it’s only 40 days and 40 nights. We should
be able to do it.
S te v e Hill and C hrissy R oth a re jo u rn a lis m s e n io rs and
M u s ta n g D aily c o lu m n is ts w ho have no w ill power. W anna
g iv e
th e m
som e
of
y o u rs ?
E -m ail
th e m
at
Q u itY e rB itch in C P @ yah o o .c o m .

Copyright laws are dilluting art
Commentary
Annoyed at the fat content ofT hin
Mint cookies, the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers
(ASC:AP) recently sent a message to
the Girl Scouts o f America saying that
the Scouts were on notice for violat
ing copyright laws. Because dow'iiload
savvy pre-teens and college students
are not quite sympathetic enough,
ASCAP wants to persecute (I mean
prosecute) the Girl Scouts for not
paying royalties each time they sing
“This Land is Your Land” and other
campfire classics.
As if the FCC Janet Jacksoninspired restrictions weren’t censoring
media enough, now ASCAP is
attempting to drastically reduce the
public realm.
It is especially ironic that ASCAP
would single out the song “This Land
is Your Land.” W ritten by Woody
Guthrie in 1940, it is a song intended
for the people o f America. Guthrie, a
great,
working-class
(socialist)
American, wrote his songs for the
consumption of the common man
during the Depression.
He wrote American folk music for
the Okies, who were displaced during
the Dustbowl, and later moved to
New York City where he created the
Almanac Singers, w'ho sang radical
protest songs. A friend o f Alan Lomax,
the two compiled the first compre
hensive collection o f American folk
music for the Library o f Congress.
G uthrie’s music, folk music, belonged
to the American people, because it

Letters

the

Prejudicial 'ignorance’
cannot be ignored

E(ji tor
etc ...) to be discriminated against, I
might as well have been the one that
committed the offense.
If we all sat and accepted people’s
“ ignorance,” there would be no
Martin Luther King, no Rosa Barks
and segregation would still exist.
There would be no Cesar Chavez and
field workers would still be working
12 hour shifts without breaks, bath
rooms or clean water while getting
paid less than livable wages. There
would be no dolls o f varying skin
tones. There would be no Latinos,
blacks, Asians or Arabs on TV, in our
classrooms, in executive positions or
in politics. Women would not have
the right to vote and would still be
disallowed in the workplace or the
military if we all sat back and tolerat
ed racism, sexism and other forms o f
discrimination as simple ignorance.
So thank you MEXA for “crying to
mommy.” Organizations such as yours
that stand up for equal rights are to be
admired.

“ Eww, immigrants” is not a passing
comment. It is a gross assumption and
a racist comment. It comes from so
many years of people being treated as
less than human (first it was the Irish
and Eastern-Europeans and now it’s
Mexicans, South
and
Central
Americans).
I am of a Mexican heritage but I
was born and raised in this country. If
I were standing next to a Canadian
immigrant, I would have been the
one to be told, “ Eww, immigrant” or
“Go back to where you came from.”
Yes people are ignorant, but that does
not make their behavior or comments
excusable, and it is our responsibility
as educated human beings to educate
others.
If I allow someone to speak to me
in such a manner, I am giving them
permission to victimize me and to
treat me as less than their equal. If 1
allow a person o f another group
(white, black, homosexual, disabled. C e c ilia Lopez is a b u s in e s s senior.

M U S T A N G DAILY
Graphic Arts Building, Suite 226
California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407

to

was from the traditions o f the cash from my hit record. Meanwhile,
American people. As Guthrie com Girl Scouts, college a capella groups,
mented about the source of his music, church fundraising choirs and anyone
“Just forget I had a damn thing to do else who could see a cent from the
with it. It’s real and it’s made up by performance of'm y song would have
folks that has had to take ‘er the hard to pay royalties.
way all their life.”
Nothing creative comes ex nihilo.
ASCAP seems to think otherwise. Musicians borrow riffs, poets borrow
Guthrie seemed to address his future verses and playwrights borrow char
exploiters when he said,“ If you’re too acters. Eric Clapton would be
highbrow for that, you can take your nowhere without R obert Johnson,
pants and go home right now, but William Shakespeare would be
please leave the (music) — some peo nowhere without Giraldi Cinthio and
ple might want to look through it.”
Disney would be nowhere without
Woody Guthrie, who w'as born in the Brothers Grimm. Not only is the
1912, died in 1967. Sixty four years ASCAP push for a limited public
after
the
song
was
A s if the F C C Jan et Jackson inspired
written and
restrictions weren't censoring media enough,
37
years
after
the
now A S C A P is attempting to drastically
artist died,
reduce the public realm.
“This Land
Your
Land” is still not in the public realm shamelessly about money, it is
domain.
counterproductive to the idea o f cre
Thanks to Congress, there have ativity.
been 11 extensions to copyright laws
A lawsuit against the Girl Scouts
in the last 40 years. Most recently, in would be a tremendous start to a
1998, the Sonny Bono Copyright campaign aimed at taking social sig
Term Extension Act extended copy nificance and meaning out of music.
rights for an additional 20 years. The Instead we would have a commodi
original copyright laws protected fied entity that people would be
songs, books and other intellectual afraid to involve themselves in.
property for 14 years. If 1 composed a Woody Guthrie would not approve,
song today, I, and more importantly even though his estate grows by the
the record company, would hold its second.
rights for the next 95 years.
1 will likely be dead in 95 years, but M a tt W o o ls e y is a w rite r fo r th e
the recording company ow ner’s V a n d e rb ilt H u s tle r a t V a n d e rb ilt
grandson will still be raking in the U niversity.
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chance of winning anyway.
It seems that someone who Is suppos
edly so concerned about ensuring that
everyone’s voice is heard would encourage
people from every party, no matter how'
obscure, to vote in every election. His
obvious bias invalidates his entire ary;ument, as does his claim that Republicans
vote for who is giving out food and not for
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Point/Counterpoint

Will the athletics referendum score with students?
Cal Poly students have a history of supporting
college athletics. Schcdarship and recruitment
costs have remained unchanged for 18 years,
though the cost of living for Cal Poly athletes
has increased.
Unfortunately, funding for more realistic
scholarship and recruitment packages cannot
reliably come fiwm any other source. The pro
posed fee increase would equate to an addition
al $90 per academic year after it was fully imple
mented in Fall 2006. For fi^e admission into
school sporting events, an avenue for media
recognition, a boost to school morale and
increased diversity on campus, this is a reason
able price for the student body to pay.
Unfortunately, paying an extra $90 a year is
the only alternative to losing significant progress
made in the athletics prc^ram. Historically, Cal
Poly has made a commitment to place high pri
ority on intercoUegiate athletics.
Students can support their fellow classmates
in pursuit of their athletic and academic dreams.
Many students who participate in intercolle
giate athletics have practiced their sport and sac
rificed their time and social lives for most of
their adolescence. Their successes should be
considered as successes for the entire student
body. They deserve a reward for the additional
effort and time they dedicate and recognition
they accrue for Cal Poly.
Vote to maintain a strong and competitive
athletics program. Do not let the budget con
strictions that we are feeling as result of bureau
cratic mismanagement impact peers who have
dedicated years of their lives to something that
provides free entertainment to all Cal Poly stu
dents. Now is the time to protect a prc^ram that
many have worked, voted and stood up for in
the past, before it becomes more costly to invig
orate a dying program.

Com m entary

The proposed increase of the Associated
Students Inc. fee that supports athletic scholar
ships is a tricky matter. Students are generally
not in a financial position to dole out extra cash.
As coUege-related costs rise, it is understandable
why many question the real
importance of maintaining
a strong athletics program.
M
t
However, Cal Poly s ath
letic program holds a
diverse mix of dedicated
and hardworking students providing both ath
letes and fans, with a genuine sense of excite
ment. This boosts school morale and improves
the college experience.
Intercollegiate athletics also provide college
alumni with a tangible way of remaining con
nected to Cal Poly. An otherwise large and dis
connected student body is brought tc^ther by
the fiee entertainment of Cal Poly sporting
events. Community members can also partici
pate and support their local college.
Decisions made about the proposed athletics
scholarship fee will have far-reaching effects.
If funding is not approved, teams will be cut.
If cut, the Cal Poly athletics prc^ram loses a
competitive edge. It will then cost more than
the proposed increase of $30 per quarter to
build the teams back up again. Any progress
made as a result of the student body’s commit
ment to protecting competitive Division I ath
letics programs will be lost.
Voters in the upcoming election should real
ize it is unrealistic to maintain a Division I ath
letics program without adequate funding.
In 1986, Cal Poly students voted to imple
ment a fee mandated to support athletic schol
arships. Then in 1991, students again voted to
provide more general funding to the athletic
program. Funds accrued from the 1991 vote did Anastasia Killham is a journalism senior and
not fund scholarship costs. Records prove that Mustang Daily staff writer.
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Newspaper ads don’t
tell all of the facts

lower-income families, a demographic
that contains a disproportionate amount
of ethnic minorities.
For any student who is working to put
themselves through school, an extra $30 a
quarter can be a very big deal and should
not be taken lightly, especially when
undergraduate enrollment fees may
increase by 10 percent next year while
graduate students could see a 40 percent
increase.
Cal Poly should make sure that anyone
who is willing to work hard to finance
their education can make it happen,
regardless o f their athletic abilities.
Although students currently only pay a
fee o f $4.13 for athletic scholarships, they
do pay $46.20 each quarter toward the
athletic programs. Over a four-year peri
od, o f the fees each student currently pays
to attend Cal Poly, approximately $800
goes
toward
our
school’s athletics pro
gram. If another $30
fee was added, the
total students would
pay toward sports pro
grams would reach nearly $1,300 over
four years. Is the average students’ athletic
experience at Cal Poly worth $800?
Probably not.
Worth $1,300? Not even close.
While not denying that sports can be an
important aspect o f a student’s college
experience, even as a spectator, the cur
rent economic situation makes it neces
sary for us to choose between supporting
athletics or preserving Cal Poly’s value.
Here the choice is clear. Vote no on the
referendum.

Cal Poly students currently pay a fee of
$4.13 for athletics scholarships every
quarter. If the proposed fee increase pass
es, the fee will increase to $30, costing
students nearly $100 extra per year.
Students at Cal Poly should do the
responsible thing this week and reject the
fee increase by voting no in the upcoming
referendum.
In the last few years. Cal Poly has seen
fees increase substantially. Some past acad
emic fee increases have benefited the aver
age student, such as more class offerings
and new technology. Conversely, the pro
posed athletic scholarship fee increase is
not in the interest o f the majority o f stu
dents, who will see little or no positive
impact.
The bottom line is this: W hen academ
ic institutions face financial trouble, the
first budget cuts should come from the
athletic department. The vast majority of
students come to Cal Poly to receive a
quality education at a reasonable price;
few students are drawn here by the repu
tation o f our sports teams.
In Cal Poly’s situation, it would be
more beneficial for all students if a $30 fee
increase was proposed to help reduce the
number o f academic faculty and staff posi
tions which may be cut next year.
An argument has been made that Cal
Poly will not be able recruit as many ath
letes without scholarship money. Many of
the athletes at Cal Poly come from diverse
backgrounds, and because o f this many
believe the overall diversity o f the school
would be further weakened. However, the
same argument can be made from the
opposing side. Increased student fees will Justin Popov is a jo u rn a lis m ju n io r and a
make it harder to recruit students from M u s ta n g D aily s ta ff w riter.

Con

Editor

underprivileged groups,’’ and that
if costs keep rising, diversity will
diminish. Many students o f
“underprivileged groups’’ would
not attend this school, or any
school, if they didn’t have an ath
letic scholarship because they
could not afford it. As a result, the
athletic department is one of the
most diverse departments on cam
pus. If we remove funding for
scholarships, we will lose diversity.
Also, a student can earn money for
school based on their outstanding
academic
achievement. Why
shouldn’t an outstanding athlete
take advantage of his or her talent
to get an education as well?
Besides, is $90 a year going to
mean that much in the long run?
Compared to what we pay already,
an extra $90 is trivial. Some
women pay more than that for a
fake tan.Vote yes.

The
Progressive
Student
Alliance and the Cal Poly
Democrats Club have run ads in
Mustang Daily opposing the
upcoming athletic fee referendum.
The ad states that the university
hasn’t told students how much
they already pay to support athlet
ics. Yes, we already pay fees each
quarter to support athletics and
student athletes, but the ad doesn’t
state that we pay them because
students voted to pay them. In
similar referendums, students
voted to pay extra fees to fund ath
letic scholarships (1986), and to
support a broad-based Division I
program (1992). No one forced
these fees, the students volunteered
them. Why should we vote any dif
ferently?
The ad also states that “higher Em ily Doris is a civil e n g in e erin g
fees limit access to education for fre s h m a n .
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Baker’s move should
not be front-page news
Staring blankly at the front page
of Tuesday’s paper, one thought
repeatedly crossed my mind: Who
cares?
President Baker moves off cam
pus? The only thing that article
did for me was prove the guy
actually exists. D o n ’t get me
wrong. I’m proud o f my school
and I support it. But what in the
world do we need a “president”
for? I mean, what does he do all
day, sign legal papers that he does
n’t bother to read? Think o f new
and exciting ways to say the same
pedantic bull-crap “welcome mes
sage” that we post on our homepage? Ponder the meaning o f life?
No offense, but I think it’s a pret
ty superficial position. Most
administration and bureaucracy is.
N ot that I’m some kind of fireand-revolutionary-anarchist

heck. I’m not even a liberal. But
seriously, why is this front-page
news?
N a th a n a e l Johnson Is a co m p u te r
e n g in e e rin g s o p h o m o re.

Flag burning Is not
effective opposition
Note to Sabiha Basrai: Burning
American flags doesn’t topple dic
tatorships.
Iraqis are going to be running
their own country by the end of
June and will be electing their
own officials thanks to the United
States. So, one can either support
Iraq setting up its own govern
ment, or take Basrai’s view and
burn American flags.
Why not burn images o f mur
derous dictators instead to express
opposition to oppression and
tyranny?
Ian C h a s e is a c h e m is try fre s h m a n .

Policy

Letters become the property of the Mustang Daily. Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, profanities and len^h. Letters, commen
taries and cartoons do not represent the views of the Mustang Daily. Please limit length to 250 words. Letters should include the writer’s full name, phone
number, major and class standing. Letters must come from a Cal l^ly e^nail account. Do not send letters as an attachment. Please send the text in the
body of the e-mail. Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in the correct format.

By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
CA 93407

By fax:(805) 756^784
By ennail: mustangdaily@hotmail.com

Mustang
Daily
needs a
color
cartoonist.
The opinion
section needs a
splash of color.
It you can reli
ably contribute
a weekly color
cartoon, bring a
sample with
your name,
phone number
and e-mail
address to Laura
in bldg. 26,
room 226.
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For answers, call 1-900-P 85-5656, $1 .2 0 a minute; or, with a
credit card. 1 -8 0 0 -8 14-5&54.
Annua) subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
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CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
"ram to be behavior therapist. All
raining provided to work w/child
w/autism. Educational and
ibenaviorai program. 35 hrs/week.
weekends req. Internship poss.
Piane talent highly desired.
Arroyo Grande 904-9300
2 year commit.

SU M M ER CAM PS

www.daycampjobs.com
Summer Sports Camp Counselors
Near Stanford. $72-$90/day
wviAv.DecathlonSportsClub.com
River Wav Ranch Camp Seeks 100
students for resident summer
oamp jobs: cabin counselors, life
guards. water ski/sports
instructors, waverunners. ropes
course and more. Apply online or
call 559-787-2551 ext. 320
email; nwrcamp(§)aol.com
www.rivenwayranchcamp.com

Place your classified now! Sell
your books, m ake an
announcem ent, w hatever! Reach
the entire cam pus and
downtown! Call Christ! at 7 5 61 1 4 3 or submit one online at
w w w .m ustangdaily.net

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Now hiring at Steve’s ATVs
-People to shuttle quaos to and
Tom beach, aiso instruct guests
on now ano where to rioe.
-Counter people to answer
pnonees and customer service.
In oerson, no phone calls
1206 W. Grand Ave. Grover Beach

Thursday. April 22
6th Annual Take Back the Night
Rally and BBQ
Come be part ot the celebration!
M u s ic by Magdalen Hsu-Li ano folk
artist Ore. poetrv '■eading bv Soul
Speak ano art exhibit bv Larrv
Kirkwooo. Sponsored by the
Women’s Center and Student Life
ano Leadership. For more into:
756-260C

B artender Trainees Needed
Earn $ 1 0 0 -$ 2 0 0 /s h ift.

Haroworking customer service
professionals wanted tor high
volume mail order company.
Position involves stringing racquets
and taking phone orders. Benefits
and advancement opp.s available.
Flexible hours and full training.
Apply at; Tennis Warehouse
747 Bucklev Rd.. SLO

w w w .bartendusa.la

Part ano full time positions
availaoie!

Do you want to do something
about sexual assault?
Come to a panel and roundtable
discussion with policy makers
Wednesday. April 21 from 67:30pm UU 220
Sponsored by the Women’s Center
ano Student Life ano Leadership
For more info: 756-2600

Secure housing now for fall!
Cozv 1 & 2 beorms near Polv
COLLEGE GARDENS
544-3952
284 N. Chorro. SLOrentals.com
Large private room ano bath, mini
kitchen, nice area. Los Osos
528-6199

Considering Abortion??

Let’s Talk.
Maureen 805-238-7472

Remember Week 4 /1 6 -4 /2 3
Take Action Against Sexual Assault
and Violence Towards Women
Friday. April 16th
Jennifer St. Bridge Memorial for
survivors of sexual assault and
victims ot violent crimes 4pm
Models needed for 2005
Monoay, April 19
swimsuit calendar. Call local
Violence
in the Media toward
propeller mft. Piranha Props for ,
more info at 781-3848
i Women Workshop 11-12 UU220
Women s Empowerment ano SelfDefense
San Luis Lounge Sign Up 5pm
FUN • SU M M ER
Sponsored by the Women s Center
www.davcampjobs.com
756-2600

CMRG is actively ooking for
research candidates who have
sprained an ankle. Please call
805-549-7570 within 48 hours of
injury for more information about
this research study of an
investigational medication. If
eligible, you will be reimbursed for
your time and effort.

Int’l Bartender pack in town one
week only. Dav, eve.' classes,
limited seating, call today
800-859-4109

RENTAL HOUSING

Need an extra $3 6.0 00 a year?
Vending route for sale
50 high traffic locations. Cost
$5.000. 1800-568-1392 or
www.vendingthatworks.com

HOMES FOR SALE
Free list ot all houses ano
condos tor sale in SLQ call
Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve(&>slohomes.com

FOR SALE
Dean Titanium Mtn. Bike
XTR, King, Marzoc shock, medium.
$975 594-1012

GET YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE DAILY NOW!!

3 borm.. 1.5 bath. 2 car garage,
new appliances. $ 1 6 0 0 /month
234-3370

New home in M .B .
3bd. 2 .5 ba. fully furnished, avail.
8 / 1 $ 2 2 0 0 /m o .. dep.
5 5 9 -9 0 5 -8 6 9 9

LOST AND FOUND
Lost cell phone silver and grey ver
izon wireless flip phone, model LGVX400. Contact James Vance at
swabbie)Ones@hotmail.com
Huge Reward if found, just huge,
bigger than your weekly allowance.
Please cal 555-9101

Lost female BrinOle Boxer
10 yr. old, goes by Pepper
Reward if found!
541-0556
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Softball

Baseball

continued from page 12

continued from page 12

tell to 1-4 on the season.
Friday doubleheader split
Cal Poly rebounded from an
opening loss to take the second game
of a doubleheader against the
Highlanders.
UC' Kiwrside won the first game
P-5 in eight innings, but the
Mustangs won the nightcap 4-1.
The first game took eight innings
to decide the final outcome with UC
Riverside scoring four unanswered
runs in the extra inning to break a 55 tie.
C'al Poly opened the scoring with
a pair of runs each in the first and
second innings for a 4-0 lead.
UC Riverside responded with a
pair of runs in the fourth and took
the lead in the fifth with a three run
rally. Cal Poly tied the g;ime in the
bottom half of the inning with a run
scoring single.
The Highlander eighth-inning
rally started with a Jennifer
Thompson single to left field. She
advanced to second on Shannon
Peterson s walk. Hailey Marshall sin
gled to shortstop, but when Jeana
Gevas, at first, could not handle the
throw, Thompson scored finrn sec
ond. A bunt single by Lee scored the
second run. After a hit batter, Melissa
Sanchez singled to drive in the final
two runs.
UC Riverside collected 11 hits in
the game, while the Mustangs man
aged to score five runs on eight hits
and committed three errors.
Gevas was the only Mustang to
have more than one hit in the game

FILE PHOTO M USTANG DAILY

Lisa M odglin (No. 11) discusses strategy with her teammates.

with a single and a double. Three
Highlanders had two hits in the
game:Yee,Thompson and Sanchez.
Sara Radabaugh picked up the win
in relief for UC Riverside to improve
to 1-3 for the year, while Cassie
Vanderbeek took the loss for the
Mustangs to fall to 3-6.
In the second game, the Mustangs
again got on the board first, scoring
all four runs in the second inning off
of UC Riverside starter Kimberly
Dillon. The highlight for the
Mustangs came on Spar rev’s two-run
single.
Mustang starter Eva Nelson went
the distance, limiting the Highlanders

to just three hits and one run in
her complete-game win. Nelson
improved to 4-2 on the season.
The lone run allowed by Nelson
came in the fourth inning on a
solo home run to left field by
Sanchez.
Sparrey led all Mustangs with a
pair of hits to go along with her
two RBls.Yee and Thompson col
lected the other two hits for the
Highlanders.
In the win Cal Poly scored four
runs on seven hits and committed
two errors while UC Riverside
scored one run on three hits with
out an error.

Advisory Student Fee
IREFERENDUM I
April

14t h and

15t h

CORRECTION
Inadvertently, the Mustang Daily incorrectly reported that the ASI Athletics Scholarship fee
would increase $5 per quarter and that the combined fee increases would total $ 120 for
next year. The ASI Athletic Scholarship fee is being proposed to increase $20 per quarter
next year and $5 more in each of the next tw o years. The quarterly increase if both the
ASI Athletic Scholarship fee and Health Services fee referenda pass and is approved by the
President would be $35 per quarter next year. Below is a summary o f key fects. More
detailed facts can be found at http://studentaffairs.calpoly.edu/fees/index.html.

grounder was mishandled by UG
Riverside second baseman Scott
Eowis for an error, allowing
Hlumenthal to score. Hut Mayo was
thrown out at third on a strong
throw by Highlander right fielder
Aaron Grant.
Leavitt grounded out to second
ba.se to end the game.
Roberts singled three times and
was the lone Mustang with more
than one hit. It was his 19th multi
ple-hit game of the season and the
seventh three-hit performance.
Festa had three hits and two RBls
for UC Riverside, which outhit Cal
Poly 10-5. Barrett, Brett Bigler and
Aaron Cirant each had two hits for
the Highlanders
The loss went to Mustang junior
right-hander Dennis LeDuc, his first
loss as a collegian. He was 11-0 as a
freshman at Cuesta College and 7-0
in two seasons at Cal Poly.
Mustangs open with two wins

Garrett Olson struck out 10 and
pitched a five-hit shutout over eight
innings as Cal Poly defeated UC
Riverside 9-5 in the second game of
a Big West Conference baseball
series Friday night at the Riverside
Sports Complex.
The Mustangs exploded for eight
runs in the first two innings and
coasted to their 30th win of the sea
son.
Cal Poly reached double figures
in hits for the 25th time in 43
games, outhitting the Highlanders
14-7.
The Mustangs faced one of the
top pitchers in the conference in
junior right-hander AJ Shappi, who
was 11-3 a year ago and had a 6-1
mark so far in 2(K)4, losing only to
Oregon State a month ago. But Cal
Poly knocked Shappi out of the
game after scoring eight runs on 10
hits in the first thme innings. Jose
Shaw restored order as the
Highlander sophomore southpaw
allowed just one run and two hits in
six innings, but by then the damage
was done.
The Mustangs sent 10 batters to
the plate in the first inning, scoring
five runs on six singles. Roberts.
Cory Taillon and Leavitt each had
RBI singles while Mayo added a
two-run single. Cal Poly added three
more runs in the second frame for
an 8-0 lead. Taillon drew a ba.sc*sloaded walk for one run and Mayo
contributed his second two-run sin
gle.
That was moa* than enough for
Olson as the Mustang sophomore
southpaw needed just 102 pitches.

70 of which were strikes, to get his
seventh win in 10 decisions. Olson
retired the Highlanders in order four
times.
C]al Poly added its final run in the
eighth inning as Leavitt drew a walk,
Herbert singled and pinch-hitter |J
Owen singled into right-center
field, scoring Leavitt for a 9-() lead.
For the third straight game.
Herbert collected three hits to lead
the Mustangs ofiensively. Roberts,
Mayo and Blumenthal each had a
pair of hits.
UC' Riverside averted a shutout
in the bottom of the ninth as Louie
Hernandez, with the bases loaded,
grounded out to first base for an
RBI off reliever Nick McMillan and
Matt CYinningham belted a threerun double to left-center field.
C'unningham scored the final run on
a wild pitch by Bud Norris.
Junior right-hander Jimmy Shull
struck out a career-high eight and
Herbert and Roberts both singled
three times to lead C'al Poly to a 9-3
victory over UC Riverside in the
Big West Conference baseball open
er for both teams Thursday night at
the Riverside Sports Complex.
Shull (7-3) allowed two runs and
four hits in seven innings as the
Mustangs won their seventh straight
and improved to 29-12-1 on the
year. UC ILiverside fell to 20-14.
Shull had struck out seven batters in
four previous appearances this sea
son.
Cal Poly struggled offensively in
the first four innings, banging out
seven hits but scoring no runs. The
Mustangs finally broke through for a
pair of runs in the fifth to overcome
an early 1-0 deficit. Leavitt led off
with a double and Herbert singled.
Leavitt scored on a wild pitch and
Herbert came home on a sacrifice
fly by Roberts.
UC Riverside tied the game at 22 in the bottom of the fifth on Kyle
Barratt's second solo home run of
the game to left field. But C3al Polysnapped the tie with a three-run
sixth-inning
uprising.
Kyle
Blumenthal and Josh Mayo opened
with singles and Bret Berglund dou
bled to left-center field, scoring two.
Herbert’s single through the left side
of the infield scored Berglund.
The Mustangs added a run in the
seventh on Taillon's single up the
middle and broke the g-ame open
with a three-run eighth. C'halon
Tietje singled in one run,
Blumenthal’s groundout scored
another and Taillon’s sacrifice fly to
center accounted for the third run
and an 8-2 Mustang lead. C'.al Poly,
held scoadess in the first four innings
despite seven hits, scoa*d eight times
on 10 hits in the next four frames.

Health Services Fee
•
•
•
•
•

Initially established through student fee referendum in 1993 at $28 per quarter
Beginning Fall Q uarter 2003, inflation adjustments added to fee annually based on HEPI
Current Health Services fee is $ 3 1.23 per quarter
Proposing to increase fee by $ 15 per quarter beginning Fall Q uarter 2004
Fee increase is being proposed in order to maintain the current level of services being
provided

I

FREE Climbing every Tuesday!
Spring Quarter unlimited climbing pass on sale for $20

ASI Athletic Scholarship Fee
•
•
•
•
•

Initially established through student fee referendum in 1986 at $4 per quarter
Beginning Fall Q uarter 2003, inflation adjustments added to fee annually based on HEPI
Current ASI Athletic Scholarship fee is $ 4 .15 per quarter
Proposing to increase fee by $20 per quarter beginning Fall Q uarter
2004; an additional $5 per quarter beginning Fall Q uarter 2005; and an additional $5 per
quarter beginning Fall Q uarter 2006
• Fee increase is being proposed in order to maintain a broad based Athletic program

is your club looking for a fun recruitment activity?
Group booking rates are available for ail Cal Poly Clubs.
Every Wednesday night is Women's climbing Night
Learn to climb in a safe environment. 5-7 p.m.
Free instruction from Cal Poly's expert climbers.
ASI will bs «vary
For more information about the stvdftnt't
conntetion
climbing wall contact 756*5388.
to th* uftimoto
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Softball wins
two of three
against UCR

» ê*-ir-0-f

"w*ír

Highlanders’ shortstop Shannon
Peterson. Modglin took second after
The Cal Poly softball team defeat Gehrke-Jones was hit by a pitch by
ed UC Riverside 2-1 on Saturday in UC
Riverside
pitcher
Sara
a Big West Conference game at Bob
Radabaugh. Roni Sparrey flied out
Janssen Field.
to right field anti advanced Modglin
With the win the Mustangs
to third. Amy Jo Nazarenus singled to
improved to 14-21 overall and 2-4 in
center field and scored Modglin to tie
conference, while the Highlanders
up the score at 1-1.
fell to 11 -34 overall and 1-5 in the
In the fourth inning, Kristi Alvers
Big West.
led off for the Mustangs with a single
The win allowed the Mustangs to
to the left side. Kelly Comstock came
win the series after being swept in
in to pinch run for Alvers and stole
their previous conference series ver
second. With two outs, Lisa Modglin
sus Pacific last week.
hit a double down the left-field line
UC Riverside was first on the to score Comstock and take the lead,
board Saturday with a run by 2- 1.
Shannon Peterson in the second
Freshman Emily Hively picked up
inning. With two outs, Peterson the win for the Mustangs. She
walked and advanced to second on improved to 5-10 on the season by
Angelina Castellanos’ base hit. limiting the Highlanders to four hits
Peterson moved to third when Hailey and one unearned run in seven
Marshall reached on a fielding error innings. She also walked only one
by shortstop Jackie Gehrke-Jones. batter and struck out two
Jamie Yee scored Peterson with a sin Highlanders in the game.
gle up the middle to take the early 1Sara Radabaugh took the loss for
0 lead.
UC Riverside when she allowed five
Cal Poly answered back in the hits and two runs, one earned. She
third inning when Lisa Modglin
see S o ftb a ll, p a ^ 1 1
reached first on a fielding error by
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A M ustang batter crosses first in the M ustangs’ 2-1 win over UC Riverside on Saturday.

CAL POLY TILACK

Baseball wins first
conference series
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT

Cial Poly started Big West
C'onference play with two wins, but
couldn’t hang on long enough to
sweep their opening series against
UC Riverside.
Highlander right-hander John
Martinez allowed just seven hits in 8
1/3 innings as UC^ Riverside won
the fin.U game of its series against the
•Mustangs, defeating C'al Poly 5-4
Satunlay aftermxTn at the Riverside
Sports C'omplex.
Martinez struck out three and did
not allow a walk as the Highlanders
improved to 21-15 on the season
and 1-2 in the Big West. C'al Poly,
which had an eight-game winning
stmak snapped, fell to 30-13-1 and
2- 1.

Cal Poly won the first two games
of the series by 9-3 and 9-5 scores
and scored single runs in the first
two innings for a 2-0 lead.
UC Riverside grabbed the lead
with five runs in the next tha*e
innings for a 5-2 lead and held on
for the win. C'al Poly has beaten the
Highlanders twice in tlm.‘e-game
series each of the past three seasons.
Brandon Roberts singled to drive
in a run in the first inning for C'al

Poly, and Adam Leavitt produced an
RBI single in the second to give the
Mustangs a 2-0 advantage.
Brian Steinmeyer singled to
knock in a run for UC Riverside in
the bottom of the second inning
and the Highlanders exploded for
thn.*e runs in the third on a run
scoring double by Tony Festa and a
two-run double by Kyle Barratt.
Barratt was a thorn in the
Mustangs’ side the entin* serit*s with
a pair of solo home runs in
Thursday’s game and three doubles
in the final two games of the series.
He dixwe in four runs.
UC' Riverside extended its lead
to 5-2 in the fourth as Festa picked
up his second RBI with a single.
C'al
Poly cut
into
the
Highlanders’ lead with a run in the
sixth as Roberts singled, stole sec
ond, moved to third on a fly ball to
the outfield and scomd on a wild
pitch.
The Mustangs had a leadoff single
in the eighth but did not capitalize.
Kyle Blumenthal singled to open
the ninth and Josh Mayo singled to
put runners at first and third with
one out. Bret Berglund’s hard
see B a se ba ll, pa ge 1 1

Cross-over appeal: Distance
runners making big impact
Anastasia Killham
M USTANG DAILY

The success of the men’s
cross country team in the
fitll is carrying over to this
spring’s track team.
Four to five of the dis
tance runners have a good
shot at making it to nation
als, said senior cross country
and track runner Sean
Ricketts.
Ricketts is one of a group
of four distance runners
who have starred on both
squads after coming to Cal
Poly ftxTm San Diego Mesa
Junior College — Ricketts,
Ryan Moorcroft, Ben Bruce
and Blake Swier. Luke
Llamas, Matt Johnsrud and
Mario Macias are other run
ners to make the cross over
from cross country to track.
Last year, Bruce was
awarded All-American sta
tus. He and other long-dis
tance runners have been
changing the look of C^al

S oftb all (2) vs. UC R iverside (1)

M G olf @ W yom ing Cowboy C lassic

Emily Hively - winning pitcher

mon,-tues.. aprii 12-13

B a se b all (4) vs. UC R iverside (5)
Cal Poly - eight game winning streak snapped

Baseball (9) vs. UC Riverside (5)
Garrett Olson - 10 Ks

Softball (4) vs. UC Riverside (1)
Roni Sparrey - two hits, two RBIs

Baseball (9) vs. UC Riverside (3)
Jimmy Shull - eight Ks

M Tennis vs. UCSB
weds., aprii 14,1 p.m.

Poly’s record books.
“It’s kind of cool to come
in and make an impact,” he
said about he and his team
mates’ and his own ability to
contribute to both squatls.
Johnsrud recently won
the 1,500 in the Cal-Nevada
meet at the Cal Poly track,
beating Moorcrxift by only
.03 seconds.
In that same meet,
Macias won the 5,000,
while Llamas won the
3,000-m eter steeplechase
with an NCAA regional
qualifying time.
In the meet before that,
the Stanford Invitational,
Macias had the second-best
C'al Poly time in the
10,000 and Moorcroft ran
the third-best time in
school history in the
5,000. Ricketts also placed
second in the 1,500.
Finally, Llamas finished
ninth in the 3,000-meter
steeplechase.

FILE PHOTO M USTANG DAILY

Cal Poly cross country runners have had a
big Impact on the track team this season.

I o d a \ ’s OII 0 St i o n
How many majors did Phil Mickelson play in before
winning Sunday’s Masters?

Basebali vs. Pacific
fri.-sun., aprii 1&18

M Tennis vs. NAU
fri., aprii 16,1 p.m.

W

Tennis vs.

NAU

fri., aprii 16,1:30 p.m.

Y e s ts rd a y 's a n s w e r: My B Printed the same
question twice.

Sports editor Se.in M.irtin i ,m he ic.K'hcd .it 7.S()-I7U(> or
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